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Stance Survey

• Short survey & paired interaction
– 3 minutes!

• Go to my website: www.cpatrickproctor.com
– Phone or computer

• Go to most recent blog post on home page: 
“Hello PETALLs Audience”

• Clink on link for the survey. Fill out the survey

• Discuss your responses briefly with the 
person next to you

Success!

http://www.cpatrickproctor.com


Chronology of an Initiative

English for the Children ballot initiative

• 1998 California passes Prop 227

• 2000 Arizona passes Prop 203

• 2002 Massachusetts passes Question 2

• 2002 Colorado denies Initiative 31

• 2016 California passes Prop 58, overturns 

1998 law



Significance

• Sheltered English Immersion
– Primarily English-only

– Content-based

– Some acknowledgement of social contexts of 
immigration and bilingualism 

– Highly variable implementation across districts 
and schools

– Department of Justice (2011) findings of inequity
• RETELL for in-service teachers

• Required coursework for pre-service teachers



Nested Instruction
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PEER Approach

Schools

Classroom

s

Practice-Embedded Educational Research (Snow, 2015)

• Researchers and teachers as partners

• Cognizance of the messiness of schools and classrooms

• Dedication to rigor via communication and negotiation



Example 1

The ELICIT Project
(Enhancing Literacy Instruction through Collaboration and Interactive Technologies)

School Level

• 6-years (2011-2017)

• Focus on: 1) intensity; 2) cognitive challenge; 

3) coherence in literacy instruction

• Design-based approach



PEER 

Design Model

Activities



Outcomes

Dialogic Reasoning (DR)

– Students take a stance on a “big question” about a 

narrative or informational text

– Emphasis on a aesthetic AND critical-analytic 

stance-taking

– Student-centered

– Simple rules for conversational engagement

• e.g. accountable talk



Why DR?

• Adaptable to grades Pre-K – 5th grade

• Good evidence of effectiveness from 

intervention studies

• Applicable across content areas

• Supports second language acquisition

– Drivers of language acquisition

• Comprehensible Input (Krashen, 1985)

• Comprehensible Output (Swain & Lapkin, 1995)



Key components

1. Text selection

2. Question selection

3. Good literacy instruction

a. Key vocabulary

b. Focus on language

c. Comprehension strategies

d. Varies by teacher!!!

4. Thoughtful grouping strategies



Was Old Cricket 

clever or foolish?
Old Cricket (Wheeler & Goembel, 2003)



Example 2

Dialogic Reasoning  Dialogic Instruction



Example 2

• CLAVES = Comprehension, Linguistic 
Awareness, Vocabulary in English & Spanish 
(and Portuguese)

• IES-funded, multi-year research effort with 
Rebecca Silverman, University of Maryland

• Dialogic Reasoning  Dialogic Instruction

• Considers the nature of literacy instruction in 
building up to DR conversations

• For more: https://clavescurriculum.org

https://clavescurriculum.org


Basic Research



…A natural environment

for a gorilla has grass and 

trees, while an unnatural 

environment is a cramped 

cement area… 

Rewritten sentence

Coe recommends that scientists investigate
types of zoo exhibits.

Sentence from the original text

Coe recommends more investigation into 
these types of zoo exhibits and their 

impact on animal health.

Linguistic Awareness

Semantics

(word relations)

Morphology

(word parts)

Syntax

(grammar)



PEER Approach

2-year design

4 schools, 4 Teacher Working Groups (TWGs), 

multiple Student Working Groups (SWGs)



Anchor Text



Semantics



Morphology



Syntax



Dialogic

Reasoning



CLAVES Structure



Theory of Change

Dialogic

Reasoning



Dialogic Instruction



Some Key Principles

Dialogic Instruction

Principle Practicing Dialogic Instruction

1. Language-based 
instruction should be 
grounded in authentic texts

Select texts that are engaging for YOUR students. Texts 
should contain big ideas and be related to the 
curriculum you are teaching

2. Focus on how language 
works in the text

Semantics, syntax, and morphology should be targeted 
so that the text can serve as the point of departure

3. Keep, but reduce direct 
instruction

Giving information is important (definitions), but seek 
to shift away from 75% of all talk being teacher talk

4. Consider small group and 
whole group alternations

It is managerially difficult, but break up instruction to 
whole and small group. Small groups should be 
constituted according to linguistic and social 
characteristics

5. Play language games! Not crossword puzzles and hangman. Games that allow 
students to manipulate language, especially the aspects 
of language you are teaching




